
Pedro Guilherme Padron
Senior Software Developer & Email Specialist

São Carlos, São Paulo, Brazil
pedro@templateria.com.br // +55 11 97518 6664

Software developer with 15+ years of experience in the web hosting and e-mail 
marketing industries. Seeking a remote position as senior software developer. Based 
on GMT-3, but can work in a different timezone.

I am a software developer with strong communication skills and a passion
for linguistics, psychology and history. I love writing, working in teams, 
talking to people, mentoring and being mentored. I play bass in a band, 
write poems, create karaoke videos and take care of 3 adorable dogs.
— me, 2021

Fluent in English and Portuguese; can understand and speak some Spanish; studied some
German (A1.1) at Göethe Institut São Paulo; studied  Russian,  Croatian and  Esperanto in
local community centers.

Keywords: php, ruby, javascript, postgresql, redis, mongodb, wordpress, css, zurb 
foundation, sass, smtp, zonemta, dns, puppet, grape framework, rest api, openapi spec, 
oauth2, sidekiq, swagger, ubuntu, amazon aws, route 53, s3, cloudfront, docker.

EXPERIENCE

Co-Founder & Software Developer @ Templateria (2013-2020)

Developed all of the company’s fully responsive websites in Wordpress with Zurb 
Foundation 6 (SASS):

https://  templateria.com.br    //  https://  zenmail.com.br    //  https://emailmarketing.com.br

Created Zenmail, a fully-featured e-mail marketing SaaS app, working as a solo developer 
on all of its components:

Frontend (https://app.zenmail.com.br)
PHP app based on Lithium framework and Zurb Foundation 6 (SASS), 100% responsive.

Backend (https://developers.zenmail.marketing/)
Ruby app based on the Grape Framework, using Sequel to connect to a PostgreSQL 
database. Statistics are processed with Redis and consolidated into PostgreSQL. API is fully 
documented using Swagger. Authentication is based on Oauth2.

SMTP
Initially developed an integration with Mandrill, then migrated to Mailgun, SendGrind, 
Greenarrow Engine and finally to ZoneMTA, a 100% self-hosted and open source solution. 
Transitioned from variable cost with cloud providers who charge per e-mail to a fixed cost 
solution, reducing infrastructure costs and gaining more control over our own platform.

Job Queue
Sidekiq Pro handles the job queues: sending and tracking e-mails and handling file imports.

https://emailmarketing.com.br/
https://zenmail.com.br/
https://templateria.com.br/
mailto:pedro@templateria.com.br
https://developers.zenmail.marketing/
https://app.zenmail.com.br/


Email Tracker
Lightweigth Rack app to handle requests to a tracking pixel in all outgoing campaigns. User-
agent and Referer headers are later used to identify e-mail clients based on internal data. 

Bounce Processor
Custom SMTP service to receive, track and identify e-mail bounces. Supports the List-
Unsubscribe protocol.

Email Editor
JS app based on jQuery and Medium Editor to visually edit e-mail campaigns, allowing 
custom classes to identify repeatable and editable items. File uploads are handled with Uppy 
+ S3. Template programming is allowed using the Liquid template language.

Screenshots
Custom PhantomJS app running on Docker to provide accurate campaign and template 
screenshots to Zenmail’s frontend.

Payments
Complete integration with Vindi, a recurring payments solution. Tax invoices are also fully 
automated through City Hall webservices.

Monitoring
Sentry for exception tracking and Pingdom for uptime and transaction monitoring. A custom 
PHP app with async capabilities (Amp framework) is used to monitor IP addresses on multiple 
blacklists.

Hosting
Hybrid approach using bare-metal Ubuntu servers hosted at OVH, cloud servers at 
Online.net with Docker containers, and AWS services (CloudFront, S3 and Route53).

Product Manager (Email Marketing) @ Locaweb (2012)

Shifted from a development role to a product manager position to spearhead the new e-mail 
marketing solution, replacing an outdated phpList fork. Worked closely with development, 
design, support and infrastructure teams, talked to customers and extracted usage data 
from the existing product to create our roadmap. Proposed a focus on resellers and agencies
as an upsell from the hosting solutions they were already customers of.

Software Developer (Email) @ Locaweb (2011-2012)

Member of the Email Team, maintaining the central webmail solution for 100k+ mailboxes 
based on Roundcube with a custom theme and plugins.

Co-Founder & Software Developer @ Templateria (2011)

Created a PHP ecommerce site for e-mail marketing templates based on Zend Framework 
2, a spam testing tool based on SpamAssassin (https://konstati.com.br) and developed 
Wordpress websites and custom e-mail marketing solutions.

https://konstati.com.br/


Software Developer (Hosting Reseller) @ Locaweb (2008-2011)

As a member of the Hosting Reseller team, maintained 200+ dedicated and shared 
Plesk servers. Provided on-call Level-3 support on a weekly rotation with other team 
members. Developed PHP applications to integrate Plesk instances with the company’s 
central provisioning system, used Puppet for configuration management, created RPM 
packages to deploy custom software, wrote shellscripts for automation tasks.

OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS

PHP SpamAssassin Library (https://github.com/templateria/php-spamassassin)
Spamd protocol client, allowing PHP applications to integrate with SpamAssassin 
instances, checking e-mail messages in realtime from interfaces such as a webmail or an 
e-mail marketing service that wants to block outgoing spam. (also: https://konstati.com.br/)

PHP Augeas C Extension (https://pecl.php.net/package/augeas)
Augeas is a configuration editing tool. It parses configuration files in their native formats 
and transforms them into a tree. This is a PHP extension in C that exposes the underlying 
Augeas API to PHP applications.

PHP SPF C Extension (https://github.com/templateria/php-spf)
PHP bindings to libspf2, allowing PHP applications to perform SPF (Sender Policy 
Framework) validations.

HTMLShots2 (https://github.com/templateria/docker-htmlshots)
Docker image providing a PhantomJS installation with a custom Javascript script to take 
screenshots of an HTML file sent as payload, instead of an URL. Useful for taking 
screenshots of e-mail campaigns, not websites.

OPEN SOURCE CONTRIBUTIONS
Has a personal goal to file issues and submit patches to open source projects, from bug 
fixes to new features or documentation. Some of the most recent interactions:

https://github.com/mikel/mail/pull/1287
https://github.com/zone-eu/zone-mta/commits?author=ppadron
https://github.com/zone-eu/zone-mta/issues?q=author:ppadron
https://github.com/postalhq/postal/issues?  q=author:ppadron  

SIDE PROJECTS

easyvocalremover.com
Free online tool to remove vocals and isolate instrumental tracks from music files. Frontend 
and Backend are built in PHP with Laravel, communicating with Docker containers running 
Spleeter, a tool/library by Deezer written in Python.

https://github.com/postalhq/postal/issues?q=author:ppadron
https://konstati.com.br/
https://github.com/zone-eu/zone-mta/issues?q=author:ppadron
https://github.com/zone-eu/zone-mta/commits?author=ppadron
https://github.com/mikel/mail/pull/1287
https://github.com/templateria/docker-htmlshots
https://github.com/templateria/php-spf
https://pecl.php.net/package/augeas
https://github.com/templateria/php-spamassassin
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